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Redesigning library instruction sessions for first year students to include follow up, asynchronous modules on CanvasLMS to allow for more coverage of topics - it's less "rushed" and allows students to recap/review @ their own pace.
CST 105

Introduction to Communication Studies

50 or 75 minute in-person sessions

Classes taught by Communication Studies graduate students
What We Cover

Topic selection  Peer review
Keyword formation  Searching for information
Evaluating sources of information  Citation & avoiding plagiarism
Types of sources
Solution: Canvas Module

Asynchronous, takes no more than 30 minutes to complete

Extra time to delve into concepts, allow students to practice with these ideas

Link
What’s happening?

Currently consolidating forms to cut down on/make assessing results more efficient - also benefits students

Explaining the concept to instructors, making sure that they approve
Assessment

- Results evaluated, comparison with 2017-2018 results
- Soliciting feedback from instructors
- Tracking issues/troubleshooting requests
Questions?
THANKS!

You can find me at:
@fierceliblady
rcsander@uncg.edu
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